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In spite of its simplicity, this model displays a surprisingly rich
phase behavior, including a coil - globule and a globule - crystal
transitions, that are the strict analog of the gas-liquid and liquidsolid transitions, respectively. Interestingly, a direct coil-dense
globule transition is found for sufficiently short range attraction,
pushing the analogy with the direct gas-solid freezing transition
even further 10,12 .
The SW polymer model, henceforth referred to as model P
(Polymer), can in principle be refined to mimic the folding of a
protein, rather than the collapse of a polymer. However there
are some crucial differences between synthetic polymers and proteins that should be taken into account. The first difference stems
from the specificity of each amino acid monomer forming the
polypeptide chain, that provides a selectivity in the intra-bonding
arrangement. As amino acids are often classified according their
polarities, one simple way of accounting for this effect at the minimal level is given by the so-called HP model 15 , where the selectivity is enforced by partitioning the monomers in two classes,
having hydrophobic and polar characters. Under the action of a
bad solvent and/or low temperatures, the hydrophobic monomers
will tend to get buried inside the core of the globule, in order to
prevent contact with the aqueous solvent. The HP model has been
shown to be very effective in on-lattice studies 16–18 , to describe
the folding process at least at a qualitative level. An alternative
possible route that has been recently explored is the use of patchy
interactions 19 .
Another crucial difference, that will feature as a focus of the
present study, stems from the observation that a chain, composed
only of spherical beads backbone, is unable to capture the inherent anisotropy induced by the presence of side chains 20–22 . As
we shall see, this difference can be accounted for within a refinement of the P model in different ways. In real proteins, side
chains are typically directed parallel to the outward normal 23,24 .
Upon folding, they have to be positioned in a way to avoid steric
overlap, a condition met by both alpha-helices and beta-sheets in
real proteins. One possible refinement of a polymer model therefore hinges on the inclusion of additional spherical beads that
would mimick this effect. We call this model Polymer with Side
Chains (PSC) model. The presence of side chains in the direction
of the outward normal from the backbone additionally breaks the
spherical symmetry of the original P model in favour of a cylindrical symmetry. This can be accounted for by allowing partial interpenetration of consecutive spherical backbone beads. This model
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will be referred to as Overlapping Polymer (OP), and will be the
third model that we will consider in addition to the P and the PSC
models. A final possibility is clearly given by combining the presence of side chains and the overlapping backbone spheres. This
ultimate model will be denoted as Overlapping Polymer with Side
Chains (OPSC) model.
In real proteins, all these effects drastically reduce the huge degeneracy of the polymer collapsed state, by progressively removing the corresponding glassy nature of the original free energy
landscape 25 . As a result, one eventually obtains a unique native
state, rather than a multitude of local minima having comparable energies. Variants of the P model have also been used in the
framework of Go-like models 26–29 routinely adopted in protein
folding studies, where the amino acid specificities are enforced
by including the native contact list into the simulation scheme.
One of the main difficulties involved in numerical simulations
of long polymer chains, stems from the very large computational
effort necessary to investigate its equilibrium properties. This is
true both when using conventional canonical techniques 30,32 , as
well as for more recently developed micro-canonical approaches,
such as the Wang-Landau method 31 . Even in the simple P
model, while high temperature behavior poses little difficulties,
low-temperature/low-energy regions are much more problematic. With the canonical ensemble simulations the system frequently gets trapped into metastable states at low temperatures,
and with the Wang-Landau method the low temperature results
strongly depend on the employed low energy cut-off, as lower
values require increasingly larger computational efforts. It is then
of paramount importance to discuss a correct implementation of
such approaches within the framework of protein-like system and
to make a critical assessment of the reliability of the corresponding results.
The present paper presents a first attempt of a systematic approach in the framework of the four proposed models (P,OP,PSC,OPSC). Using Wang-Landau micro-canonical technique 31 , supported by replica exchange canonical Monte Carlo
simulations 32 , we discuss results stemming from the four models
that provide a link between conventional synthetic polymers and
protein-like systems. In the P model, the comparative analysis
with previous results allows us to identify the optimal conditions
of applicability of the method. We then proceed to study a step
by step generalization introduced by the OP, PSC and the combined OPSC models, using Wang-Landau method and comparing
with previous results, when available, obtained using the replica
exchange canonical approach. In all cases, we obtain the complete phase diagram in the temperature-interaction range plane.
Interestingly, the phase diagrams in the relevant region show a
single coil-helix or a double coil-hybrid-helix transitions, in close
analogy with the single coil-crystal or double coil-globule-crystal
transitions in the polymer model.
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formed by a monomer sequence of impenetrable hard-spheres, so
that consecutive monomers are tangent to one another, and nonconsecutive monomers additionally interact via a square-well interaction. The model can then be seen in a perspective as a variation of the usual freely-jointed-chain 14 , with the additional inclusion of a short-range attraction and excluded volume interactions
between different parts of the chain.
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As a by-product of our analysis, we re-obtain some of the results
of Ref. 20 , with particular emphasis on the role of the interaction
range that is argued to be crucial for the phase diagram. In all
the above cases, we use condition realistic for protein systems.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the four
different models used in the present study, followed by Section 3
describing the connection to thermodynamics in both the microcanonical and canonical representations. Section 4 illustrates the
computational Monte Carlo techniques, and Section 5 the corresponding obtained results. Section 6 addresses the onset of the
Fisher-Widom line in our system. The paper will be closed by
Section 7 reporting some concluding remarks and perspectives.

2

From polymers to proteins: four different
models

tion function

where ri j = |ri j | = |r j − ri |, and λ − 1 is the well width in units of σ
and defines the range of interaction Rc = λ σ . Here ε defines the
well depth and thus sets the energy scale (see Fig.1). The model
has a discrete spectrum given by En = −εn, where n is the number
of SW overlaps 13 that, in turn, depends upon λ .
In addition to the N backbone beads, we will also consider (N −
2) side chain beads of hardcore diameter σs . For each of nonterminal backbone beads, one defines a tangent and a normal
vector as
bi
T

=

ri+1 − ri−1
|ri+1 − ri−1 |

(2)

bi
N

=

ri+1 − 2ri + ri−1
|ri+1 − 2ri + ri−1 |

(3)

where i = 2, . . . , N − 1. Consequently, one can also define a binormal vector as:
bi = T
bi × N
b i.
B
(4)

bi, T
bi, N
b i }, (i = 2, . . . , N − 1) are the discretized version
Note that {B
of the Frenet-Serret local coordinate frame description 33 that is
frequently used in the continuum approach of the polymer theory 34–36 .
As we shall see, particularly useful in identifying the conformal
structure of the resulting phases, are the tangent-tangent correla-

(5)

b i · (N
b j ×N
b k )i between any
and the average triple scalar product hN
triplet of normal vectors, the meaning of the averages being defined in the next section. The tangent-tangent correlation function drops exponentially for a coil unstructured chain configuration, while it becomes oscillating for a helical structure and it will
be then used to identify helices. On the other hand, the vanishing
of the triple scalar product will be used to highlight the presence
of a planar structure.
To each non-terminal backbone bead a side chain bead is attached in the anti-normal direction with the positions given by:
(s)
b i (σ + σs )/2.
ri = ri − N

approach 12,13 ,

Following the standard
we model a polymer as
a flexible chain formed by a sequence of N monomers, located
at positions {r1 , . . . , rN }, each having diameter σ . Consecutive
monomers are connected by a tethering potential keeping the N −
1 consecutive monomers at a fixed bond length equal to b. Nonconsecutive monomers interact via a square-well (SW) potential



+∞ , r < σ
φ (r) = −ε, σ < r < Rc ≡ λ σ
(1)


0,
r > λσ

D
E
bi · T
b i+l
T

=

Gl
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(6)

The potentials involving side chain beads are just hardcore repulsions that vanish when σs → 0.

We will then consider four different cases, schematically illustrated in Fig. 2. In the simplest case of the Polymer model, denoted as (P) in Fig. 2, b/σ = 1 and there are no side chains
(σs = 0). In the Overlapping Polymer ((OP) model in Fig. 2),
consecutive backbone beads are allowed to overlap (b/σ < 1) but
still there are no side chains (σs = 0). The third intermediate case,
that we dubbed Polymer with Side Chains (PSC) model, b/σ = 1
but side chains are included (σs > 0). Finally, in the Overlapping
Polymer with Side Chains (OPSC) model, backbone beads are allowed to overlap (b/σ < 1) and beads representing side chains
are present (σs > 0).
Henceforth, we will assume σ and ε as the units of lengths and
energies respectively, and investigate different ratios b/σ , side
chain bead sizes σs /σ , as well as interaction ranges λ = Rc /σ .
Eventually, connections with realistic values in the case of proteins will be established.

3

Thermodynamics in the Wang-Landau approach

In the micro-canonical approach, the central role is played by the
density of states (DOS) g(E) that is related to the micro-canonical
entropy as
S (E)

=

kB ln g (E) ,

(7)

(kB is the Boltzmann constant) and hence to the whole thermodynamics. Canonical averages can be also computed using the
partition function
Z (T )

=

∑ g (E) e−E/(k T ) ,
B

(8)

E
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point moves; as well as of non-local-type moves such as pivot,
bond-bridging and back-bite moves. All moves are chosen at random and one sweep of the Wang-Landau algorithm is considered
completed as soon as at least N monomer beads have been displaced.
The bond-bridging moves and back-bite types of the moves are
found to be important in order to sample correctly and efficiently
the low-energy states. Both of them consist of selecting one chain
end (bead 1 or N, old end bead in the following) and attempting
to connect it to an interior bead i randomly chosen among its
neighbourhood within 2σ range. In the bond-bridging version
of the move 13,38 this attempt is achieved by removal of the bead
next to the chosen one in the direction of the chosen end (bead i−
1 or i + 1) and its re-insertion between the bead i and the old-end
bead via a crankshaft type of the move. The factor that in this case
ensures the microscopic reversibility of the move reads wb /wa =
na rb /nb ra , where na and nb are the numbers of neighbours of the
old and the new chain end within the 2σ range, respectively; ra
and rb are the distances between (old and new) chain ends and
the i−th bead. In the back-bite version of the move 39 the old
chain end (1 or N) is attempted to be directly connected with the
randomly selected bead i in its neighbourhood and the correction
of the acceptance probability in this case is simply wb /wa = na /nb .
The weight factors for other types of Monte Carlo moves are all
equal to unity.

4.2 Canonical approach: replica exchange
The parallel tempering (or replica exchange) technique 40,41 is
a powerful method for sampling in systems with rugged energy
landscape. It allows the system to rapidly equilibrate and artificially cross energy barriers at low temperatures. Furthermore, the
method can be easily implemented on a parallel computer. Parallel tempering technique can be used with both Monte Carlo and
Molecular Dynamics simulations, but in this study, we apply this
technique specifically to Monte Carlo simulation. The method entails monitoring M canonical simulations in parallel at M different
temperatures, Ti , i = 1, 2, . . . , M. Each simulation corresponds to a
replica, or a copy of the system in thermal equilibrium. In individual Monte Carlo simulations, new moves are accepted with standard acceptance probabilities given by the Metropolis method 42 .
The replica exchange technique allows the swapping of replicas
at different temperatures without affecting the equilibrium condition at each temperature. Specifically, given two replicas Γi being
at Ti and Γ j being at T j , the swap move leads to a new state, in
which Γi is at T j and Γ j is at Ti . The acceptance probability of
such a move can be derived based on the detailed balance and is
given by:




1
1
−
(Ei − E j ) . (16)
Pswap = min 1, exp
kB Ti kB T j

The choice of replicas to perform an exchange can be arbitrary,
but for a pair of temperatures, for which replicas are exchanged,
the number of swap move trails must be large enough to ensure
good statistics. The efficiency of a parallel tempering scheme depends on the number of replicas, the set of temperatures to run
the simulations, how frequent the swap moves are attempted, and
is still a matter of debate. It has been suggested that for the best
performance, the acceptance rate of swap moves must be about
20% 43 .

5

Results

5.1 Model P
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Before tackling more complex systems, we will test our WL and
replica exchange approaches using the simple, and yet interesting, P model (σ /b = 1 and σs = 0) for which several studies 12,13
have been previously performed and can then be contrasted with.
The aim of the calculation is the computation of the DOS g(E).
In the WL method, g(E) is constructed iteratively, with smaller
scale refinements made at each level of iteration, controlled by
the flatness of energy histogram. We typically consider an iteration to reach convergence after 30 levels of iteration, corresponding to a multiplicative factor values of f = 10−9 . This choice
is neither unique, nor universally accepted 16,46–48 , but we have
checked this to be sufficient for our purposes by comparing results
obtained with different values. An additional crucial step in WL
algorithm hinges in the selection of ground state energy. As this
must be defined at the outset, and is known to drastically affect
the low-energy behavior of the system 16,18 , care must be exercised in its selection. At the present time, however, there is no
universally accepted procedure for off-lattice Wang-Landau simulations. Here we will be following the procedure suggested in
Refs. 12,13 , that has been reported to be reliable in most cases. A
preliminary run with no low-energy cutoff is carried out for a sufficient number of MC steps (109 in our case). This provides an
estimate of the low energy cut-off, that can then be increased by
1% percent and used throughout successive calculations.
In our parallel tempering scheme we consider 20 replicas and
the temperatures are chosen such that they decrease geometrically Ti+1 = αTi , where α = 0.8, starting from the highest reduced
temperature kB T1 /ε = 10, at which the polymer is well poised
in the swollen phase. We allow replica exchange only between
neighboring temperatures and for each replica a swap move is attempted every 50 Monte Carlo steps. Standard pivot and crankshaft move sets 44 are used in Monte Carlo simulations. A typical length of the simulations is 109 steps per replica. Results
from parallel tempering simulations are the equilibrium data and
are convenient for analysis using the weighted histogram analysis
method 45 . The latter allows an estimate of the density of states as
well as to calculate the thermodynamic averages from simulation
data at various equilibrium conditions.
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interaction range, in close analogy with what is found in squarewell fluids, where a double gas-liquid and liquid-solid transitions
is preempted by a direct gas-solid transition below a critical range
of interactions 5 . Note, however, that this parallelism limits to an
analogy as the coil-helix transition is a structural rather than a
thermodynamical transition.
In addition to to the OPSC model, we have also studied the
simpler OP model, where side chains are absent, and the PSC
model, where there is no overlap between consecutive spheres.
We found that both models display a phase transition similar to
the full OPSC model but with a larger degree of metastability.
Finally, we have also discussed the transition in the behavior
of the tangent-tangent correlation functions, as well as the the
normal-normal and the binormal-binormal correlation functions,
as a function of the temperature. We found that the exponental behaviour in the sequence separation characteristic of the coil
configuration at high temperatures, is replaced by an oscillatory
behaviour at lower temperatures, indicating a helical organization, and this occurs at temperatures higher than the actual coilhelix thermodynamic transition. We proposed this line to be regarded as the analogue of the Fisher-Widom line found in fluid
systems, in such this structural transition precedes the actual thermodynamical transition associated with the discontinuity in the
thermodynamical variables.
The formation of secondary structures is an important intermediate step for the general process of the folding of a protein.
Our results are consistent with previous studies 21,22 suggesting
that the introduction of a cylindrical (as opposed to spherical)
symmetry is in fact sufficient to remove the characteristic glassy
structure of the low energy state in polymers, and highlights the
presence of side chains as a further stability factor. The rigidity of
the chain, mostly ascribed to the presence of intrachain hydrogen
bonds, is known to be another important ingredient for protein
folding that could further introduced in our analysis as a further
step toward a more realistic model for a protein. Work along
these lines is currently underway and will be reported in a future
study.
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